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Abstract

We address the problem of computing a multipath, consisting of possibly overlapping paths, to transmit data from the source node $s$ to the destination node $d$ over a computer network while ensuring deterministic bounds on end-to-end delay or delivery rate. We consider two generic routing problems within the framework wherein bandwidth can be reserved, and guaranteed, once reserved, on various links of the communication network. The first problem requires that a message of finite length be transmitted from $s$ to $d$ within $T$ units of time. The second problem requires that a sequential message of $r$ units be transmitted at a rate of $\eta$ such that maximum time difference between two units that are received out of order is no more than $q$. We propose a polynomial-time algorithm to the first problem based on an adaptation of the classical Ford-Fulkerson's method. We present simulation results to illustrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm. We show the second problem to be NP-complete, and propose a polynomial-time approximate solution.

Keywords and Phrases: Routing algorithms, quality of service, maximum flow methods, multiple paths, bandwidth reservation.
1 Introduction

The ability to provide user- or application-level guarantees that a transmission task will be performed under strict Quality of Service (QoS) requirements is vital to the development of next generation of network services. For example, a medical image or a robot control packet may be required to be transmitted over a network with the minimum end-to-end delay. Another example is the transmission of video over a computer network without undesirable delays and jitter. To ensure the performances typified in these examples, it is necessary to employ methods that guarantee strict delay and/or rate. The expected rapid proliferation of services, such as multimedia, remote medicine, and remote robot laboratories, over the wide area networks, would require performances unprecedented in the currently available best-effort routing methods. In particular, the present Internet routing mechanisms (based on the best-effort paradigm) are unlikely to provide satisfactory end-to-end performance for services required in these future applications [3, 30]. Thus, there is a definite need for architectures and algorithms that provide QoS guarantees beyond those of currently available ones.

In QoS mechanisms for computer networks, in general, the parameters may be optimized either at the network-level or at the user-level, and here we choose the latter. In particular, we consider source-based routing algorithms [36] for two generic user-level transmission tasks. In our framework, bandwidth can be reserved on the communications links, and, once reserved, is guaranteed for the required time period. While such requirements call for additional mechanisms, they in turn enable us to provide deterministic delay and/or rate guarantees. This type of bandwidth guarantees can be naturally supported in ATM networks [25] which are being increasingly employed (see Section 3.4). In other scenarios, for example the Internet, the bandwidth reservations may require additional mechanisms, such as RSVP [43] and specific queuing implementations at the routers [7]. Our framework is different from the dynamic frameworks which utilize feedback mechanisms [23, 11, 4] to provide only “soft” guarantees. Our potential applications include the transmission of: (a) files of varied sizes, for example, ranging from small robot control packets to large image files, and (b) data streams such as video-on-demand or robot vision data.

We discuss algorithms that plan multipaths, consisting of possibly overlapping paths, based on the available bandwidths on various links of the network. We formulate the following two generic transmission tasks, and discuss their solutions and computational complexity in a rigorous manner:

(a) The first problem deals with transmitting a message of $r$ units from the source $s$ to the destination $d$ over a network within $r$ units of time. The message units can be received at $d$ in any order. This problem abstracts services such as file and image transfers, where a volume of data needs to be transmitted over the network.

(b) The second problem deals with transmitting a sequence of $r$ units, denoted by \{ $u_1$, $u_2$, ..., $u_r$ \}, from the source node $s$ to the destination node $d$. Let $t_i$, $i = 1, 2, ..., r$, be the time $u_i$ is received at $d$. The problem is to ensure that
For $i < j$, and, in addition, the message units must be received at a rate of $\eta$. This problem abstracts services such as video-on-demand, video calls, and vision feedback to a teleoperator. Consider that $s$ sends video or vision data to be played at $d$ at a rate of $\eta$. Since different packets can travel via different paths, they can be delayed by different extents (note that this problem does not arise if single paths are employed). Under the condition $t_i - t_j \leq q$, for $i < j$, the destination can start playing the video within $q$ time units after receiving the first message unit, while buffering no more than $q\eta$ message units at any time. In practical applications involving vision or video data $q$ must be a small number.

We consider routing algorithms to compute multipaths from $s$ to $d$ for both these problems. It is assumed that the information about the available bandwidths of all links is centrally available or can be gathered when needed using a distributed algorithm. Once the routing algorithm is initiated, the bandwidths are “held available” until the paths are computed and the requests for bandwidths are received. Thus, it is critical that the routing algorithms be computationally efficient in order not to tie-up bandwidth during their execution. We present a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the first problem. We show the second problem to be computationally intractable (NP-complete [18]), thereby motivating our approximation algorithm to ensure reasonable execution times.

1.1 Relation to Prior Work

Utilization of multiple paths to provide improved performance compared to single paths has been explored extensively in the past for various network problems. To name a few, some of the early works are due to [17, 20], and some of the recent works are due to [4, 11]. In particular, the two problems described in the introduction bare resemblances to a number of network flow problems studied extensively in the eighties, and also to QoS problems of more recent origin. These two problems can be formulated as (static) special cases of the well-known optimal routing problem [17, 6, 34, 20] using possibly non-differentiable cost functions, and can be solved by general methods. A comprehensive treatment on the optimal routing problem and its solutions, and also on other similar problems can be found in [5]. Similarly, our problems can also be posed as special cases of the classical minimum cost flow problem [1] studied in transportation and operations research. These general solutions, however, do not guarantee low polynomial-time computational complexity nor indicate the computational complexity of the present problems.

On the other hand, our two problems are strictly more difficult than the maximum flow problem without flow costs (see Section 3.5), for which polynomial-time algorithms are known [1]. In addition, our first problem is also similar to several other problems studied in computer networks, but none of them provide an algorithm for the former with polynomial time complexity. For example, the disjoint path methods [38, 37] are inadequate here since the minimum end-to-end delay could be achieved by a set of non-disjoint paths. Also, the solutions based on computing $k$ shortest paths
do not yield the minimum end-to-end delay; despite a superficial resemblance of our algorithm to this approach, the solutions to these problems could be quite different depending on the bandwidth values.

A majority of recently proposed QoS routing algorithms that provide bounds on end-to-end delay and/or transmission rates are limited to single paths [42, 41] with the possible exception of [26, 11, 4]. Optimization of network-level parameters is discussed in [26], and their QoS parameters are not deterministic. In spirit, our first problem is a special case of the one studied in [15], where the transmission task is specified by several parameters. Our work differs from [15] in the following ways: (a) we employ multiple paths thereby achieving lower end-to-end delays, (b) we show the optimality and polynomial-time computability of our algorithm, and (c) our algorithm is source-based while their algorithm is distributed. Problems similar to our second one are discussed in [11, 3, 23, 4], but their bandwidth guarantees are “soft” due to the dynamic nature of the formulation. In summary, despite the intuitive nature and potential applicability, we are unaware of systematic algorithmic treatments of our two problems.

1.2 Contribution and Organization of the Paper

The deployment of the multiple paths for transmission problems seems intuitively obvious in that more the number of paths the larger will be the resultant bandwidth [36, 11]. Surprisingly, such increase in the bandwidth does not necessarily result in a lower end-to-end delay. Moreover, the addition of newer paths to existing set of paths, in fact, increases the end-to-end delay under certain conditions (see Example 2 in Section 3). This curious phenomenon is due to the finiteness of $r$ and non-zero values for the delays. As a result, the traditional maximum flow methods based on augmenting existing set of paths with additional paths [16, 27] are not applicable here. We identify the necessary and sufficient conditions under which the additional paths that increase the bandwidth also reduce the end-to-end delay (Section 3.2, Lemma 3.1). A careful application of this result to an adaptation of the classical maximum flow method (due to [14]) yields a polynomial time algorithm for the first problem. We also show that the classical maximum flow problem [16, 1] is a special case of the first problem when message size is sufficiently large or all link delays are zero. Although both our problems are abstract compared to real-life applications, a concrete analysis of these problems enables us to understand the underlying complexities of more complex tasks. In particular, the intractability of the second problem motivates us to search only for approximate solutions if real-time response is required (unless the $P = NP$ question is affirmatively settled [18]). We also discuss simulation results that illustrate the applicability of the proposed algorithms in the context of existing networks, namely ESnet and NSFNET. The total benefits of our method, however, would require more specialized networks with bandwidth guarantees on all links.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, the two generic problems are formulated precisely, and preliminaries are discussed. The message transmission problem is discussed in Section 3. The sequence transmission problem is discussed in Section 4.
2 Problem Formulation

We consider a network represented by a graph $G = (V, E)$ with $n$ nodes and $m$ edges or links. Each edge $e = (i, j) \in E$ enables the transmission of messages at a bandwidth of $B(e) \geq 0$ units per second. There is a link delay $D(e) \geq 0$ for each message unit such that a message unit sent from node $i$ at time $t$ on link $e$ will arrive at node $j$ at time $t + D(e)$. The link delay includes the preparation and propagation time of the link. By pipelining the message units, a message of $T$ units can be sent along the edge $e$ in $\frac{r}{B(e)} + D(e)$ time. An edge of bandwidth $B$ and delay $D$ can be visualized as two parallel edges with bandwidths $B_1$ and $B_2$, $B_1 + B_2 = B$, and each with delay $D$.

Consider a path from $i_0$ to $i_k$ given by $(i_0, i_1), (i_1, i_2), \ldots, (i_{k-1}, i_k)$, where $(i_j, i_{j+1}) \in E$, for $j = 0, 1, \ldots (k - 1)$. The path is simple if all $i_0, i_1, \ldots, i_k$ are distinct. The delay of this path $P$, denoted by $D(P)$, is given by $\sum_{j=0}^{k-1} D(e_j)$, where $e_j = (i_j, i_{j+1})$.

The bandwidth of this path, denoted by $B(P)$, is given by $\min_{j=0}^{k-1} B(e_j)$.

A multipath from $s$ to $d$, denoted by $MP$, is set of (possibly overlapping) simple paths from $s$ to $d$. When $MP$ consists of a single path $P$, we often denote $MP = \{P\}$ by $P$ to simplify notation. $MP$ can be visualized as a subgraph of $G$ consisting of $s$ and $d$ such that every edge of this subgraph is contained in a path of $MP$ from $s$ to $d$. Let $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k$ denote the paths that constitute $MP$. A cut $C$ of the multipath $MP$ is a set of its edges whose removal disconnects $s$ and $d$ [16]. The bandwidth of a cut $C$ of $MP$ is the sum of bandwidths of edges of the cut. Among all cuts of $MP$, the one with minimum bandwidth is called the minimum cut. The bandwidth of $MP$, denoted by $B(MP)$, is defined as the bandwidth of its minimum cut. For $MP = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k\}$ when all $P_i$'s are edge disjoint, we have $B(MP) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} B(P_i)$; in general, however, we can only say $B(MP) \geq \max_i B(P_i)$, with equality achieved when all paths contain the same edge with minimum bandwidth. The end-to-end delay, denoted by $t(MP)$, of a multipath $MP$ from $s$ to $d$ is defined as the time required to send a massage of $r$ units from $s$ to $d$.

We call a subset $MP_1$ of $MP$ a sub-multipath of $MP$. Note that set difference $MP - MP_1$ is also a sub-multipath of $MP$. Consider the subgraph of $G$ corresponding to a multipath $MP$. Then add an edge $e$ to $MP$ to connect two of its vertices to form a new subgraph $MP'$ of $G$. Since each edge $e$ of $MP$ can be visualized as two parallel edges, with bandwidths $B(e)$ and 0, the new edge can be viewed as constituting a zero bandwidth path from $s$ to $d$. Thus $MP'$ is a multipath and $MP$ is its sub-multipath.

We now provide formal definitions of the two transmission problems outlined in the introduction. The first problem is defined as follows.

Message Transmission Problem: (MTP)

Given are the computer network $G = (V, E)$, the delays $D(e)$ for all $e \in E$, and the bandwidths $B(e)$, for all $e \in E$. The task is to compute a multipath $^1 MP$
to transmit a message of \( r \) units from source \( s \) to destination \( d \) over the network \( G = (V, E) \) such that the time elapsed since the first unit was sent from \( s \) until the last unit is received at \( d \) is no more than \( \tau \).

Note that the message units can be received at the destination in any order, and it is only required that \( t(MP) \leq \tau \). The above problem is the decision version, and its optimization version requires the end-to-end delay to be minimized over all multipaths between \( s \) and \( d \). The second problem is stated as follows:

**Sequence Transmission Problem:** (STP)

Given are the computer network \( G = (V, E) \), the delays \( D(e) \) for all \( e \in E \), the bandwidths \( B(e) \), for all \( e \in E \), and a message consisting of \( r \) units, denoted by \( \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_r\} \). The task is to compute a multipath to transmit the message from the source \( s \) to the destination \( d \) such that (a) units arrive at \( d \) at a rate of \( \eta \), and (b) \( t_i - t_j \leq q \) for \( i < j \) where \( t_i \) is the time \( u_i \) is received at \( d \).

An optimization version of STP requires that the bandwidth of the multipath between \( s \) and \( d \) be maximized for any given value of \( q \). Note that if a single path is employed for transmission, then all message units will arrive at \( d \) in sequence, i.e. \( q = 0 \). Since multipaths are allowed we can potentially benefit from added bandwidth due to additional paths, but, at the cost of units arriving out of order at \( d \). By maintaining a buffer of size \( q\eta \), the sequence can be reconstructed and displayed at \( d \) at the rate \( \eta \) starting no later than \( q \) from the time first segment arrives at \( d \). Note that the entire sequence will be reconstructed in time \( r/\eta + q \) at \( d \). A variation of STP that requires a multipath \( MP \) such that: (a) \( t(MP) \leq \tau \), and (b) \( t_i - t_j \leq q \), for \( i < j \), is considered in Section 4 (STP will be shown to be a special case of this problem).

Both MTP and STP require the computation of a suitable multipath in a source-based paradigm. It is assumed that all information about reservable bandwidth is centrally available. Also, once bandwidths are reserved, the corresponding nodes are equipped with suitable servicing mechanisms to ensure that the bandwidths are suitably guaranteed. Although the main motivation of MTP and STP is to provide strict QoS guarantees, the overall framework can also be used (in some cases) to obtain an “average” end-to-end delay by using “average” estimates for the bandwidth and delay.

### 3 Message Transmission Problem

First let us consider the applicability of two currently available methods to solving MTP. The shortest-widest paths [42] have been employed as a mechanism for QoS routing, where a shortest-widest path is a path with the shortest delay among all paths with the largest bandwidth from \( s \) to \( d \). This method, however, does not exploit multipaths to decrease the end-to-end delay. Furthermore, even when single paths are employed, for certain ranges of message sizes and delays, smaller end-to-end delays may not be achieved by the shortest-widest paths (Example 1) [32]. The flow-methods are often proposed for various multiple path routing problems [8, 5]. One of the widely used maximum flow method, the Ford-Fulkerson’s method [16],...
computes the flow by repeated path augmentation. Such an augmentation method does not always result in lower delays, and in fact, can increase the end-to-end delay (Example 2). By carefully controlling the augmentation process, we will derive an algorithm for MTP in Section 3.3; this algorithm requires a detailed examination of the properties of multipaths, which is presented in Section 3.2.

3.1 Shortest-Widest Paths

We first show that a solution to MTP based on a multipath can result in a better performance compared to the shortest-widest path [42].

Example 1: Consider the network shown in Fig. 1 that has two disjoint paths from $s$ to $d$ with 2 and 3 edges respectively. The delay of each edge is $D$ units. The bandwidth of each edge of path $P_i$ is $B_i$, for $i = 1, 2$. Assume $B_2 > B_1$, and thus $P_2$ is the shortest-widest path. Now consider the transmission of a message of $r = 1500$ units via $P_2$ with $D = 10$ sec, $B_1 = 100$ units/sec, and $B_2 = 200$ units/sec. The end-to-end delay due to path $P_2$ is $1500/200 + 30 = 37.5$ sec. On the other hand, if path $P_1$ is used, the delay is given by $1500/100 + 20 = 35$ sec. For this network, the condition for $P_1$ resulting in a smaller delay is given by $r/B_2 + 3D \geq r/B_1 + 2D$ or equivalently by $r \leq \frac{DB_1B_2}{B_2-B_1}$. Thus, for smaller values of $r \leq 2000$, it is advantageous not to use the shortest-widest path.

Now consider that the message of $r = 1500$ units is split into two messages of 1166 and 334 units and sent on $P_1$ and $P_2$, respectively. Then, the submessages are received via $P_1$ and $P_2$ in $1166/100 + 20 = 31.66$ sec and $334/200 + 30 = 31.67$ sec, respectively. Thus, the entire message is transmitted in 31.67 sec which is smaller compared to using individual paths. However, as will be shown in Example 2, the use of multipaths does not always result in a smaller delay. □

In general, consider a network consisting of two non-intersecting paths $P_1$ and $P_2$ between $s$ and $d$ such that $D_i = D(P_i)$ and $B_i = B(P_i)$, $i = 1, 2$. Consider that $B_2 > B_1$ and $D_2 < D_1$, and thus $P_2$ is the shortest-widest path of [42]. If $r < \frac{(D_2-D_1)B_1B_2}{B_2-B_1}$ we have $t(P_2) > t(P_1)$, i.e. the delay of the shortest-widest path is larger. In general if $D_2 > D_1 + \frac{(B_2-B_1)r}{B_1B_2}$, the total delay of $P_1$ is smaller. In general, the end-to-end delay can be minimized by a shortest delay path for very small values of $r$, and by a shortest-widest path for large values of $r$. For a given value of $r$, a single path
with minimum end-to-end delay can be computed using existing algorithms [33, 9].

3.2 Properties of Multipaths

We first present an illustrative example to show that augmenting existing paths with additional paths does not necessarily reduce the end-to-end delay. Then, we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions under which such augmentation reduces the end-to-end delay.

**Example 2:** Consider a network consisting of two edges consisting of paths $P_1$ and $P_2$ as shown in Fig. 2. Let $B_1 = 10$ units/sec, $B_2 = 20$ units/sec, $D_1 = 2$ sec, and $D_2 = 12$ sec. Consider a message of size $r = 100$ units. Using path $P_1$ alone for the transmission will result in a delay of $100/10 + 2 = 12$ seconds. The delay of path $P_2$ is $100/20 + 12 = 17$ sec. If single path is to be used, $P_1$ will be chosen for this message size. On the other hand, let us say that 99 units are sent on $P_1$ and 1 unit is sent on $P_2$; the corresponding delays are given by $99/10 + 2 = 11.9$ sec and $1/20 + 12 = 12.05$ sec respectively, resulting in an end-to-end delay of 12.05 seconds. Clearly, it is advantageous not to use the multipath $\{P_1, P_2\}$ for this message size. In other words, although the bandwidth of $\{P_1, P_2\}$ is larger than that of $P_1$ and $P_2$, it did not result in a smaller delay.

Now consider a message of size $r = 1000$ units. The end-to-end delays of individual paths $P_1$ and $P_2$ are 102 sec and 62 sec, respectively. Thus if a single path is to be used, then $P_2$ will be chosen. In summary, it can be shown that: for $r > 200$, $P_2$ is the choice; for $r < 200$, $P_1$ is the choice; and for $r = 200$ either can be chosen (see Fig. 3).

Consider using a multipath $\{P_1, P_2\}$ for $r = 1000$ such that 400 and 600 units are sent via $P_1$ and $P_2$ respectively, resulting in the individual delays of 42 sec for each path; hence the resultant end-to-end delay is 42 sec which is smaller than that of $P_1$ or $P_2$ (given by 102 and 62 sec, respectively).

In general, the message size determines if multipath $\{P_1, P_2\}$ achieves a lower delay. The allocation for the least end-to-end delay is given by: if $r \leq 102$ use $P_1$, and use the multipath $\{P_1, P_2\}$ otherwise. To see this consider that message is split into two parts of size $x$ and $r - x$, and sent on $P_1$ and $P_2$, respectively. Then the delay due to the multipath is $\max\left(\frac{r-x}{20} + 12, \frac{x}{10} + 2\right)$, which is minimized at $x = (r+200)/3$. Thus the delay due to multipath is $r/30 + 8.66$. The delays of $P_1$, $P_2$ and $\{P_1, P_2\}$ are shown in Fig. 3. Note that delay of $\{P_1, P_2\}$ is smaller than that of path $P_1$, for

![Figure 2: Single paths versus multipaths.](image-url)
Figure 3: Delays of single paths and multipaths.

\( r > 102 \). The lower envelop of the various delay lines in Fig. 3 corresponds to the optimal strategy for this case. □

It is convenient to visualize a multipath \( MP \) as line segment in the interval \([1, r]\) as shown in Fig. 4. Here when message is of unit length the total delay of the path is \( D(MP) = D \), and as large messages are considered the delay increases with a slope of \( 1/B(MP) \). Subsequently, we denote the segment of \( MP \) increasing from \emph{left-to-right} or \emph{right-to-left} depending on the context.

Now consider that we employ the multipath \( MP = \{P_1, P_2\} \) to solve the message transmission problem, where \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are two edge-disjoint simple paths. Recall that an edge of bandwidth \( B \) and delay \( D \), can be visualized as two parallel \emph{disjoint} edges with bandwidths \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \), \( B_1 + B_2 = B \), and each with delay \( D \). The following lemma identifies conditions under which it is advantageous to employ multipath \{\( P_1, P_2 \)\} over a single path.

\textbf{Lemma 3.1} Consider two simple edge-disjoint paths \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) from \( s \) to \( d \). Consider

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{segment multiplicity}
\caption{Visualization of segment of a multipath.}
\end{figure}
the multipath from \(s\) to \(d\) given by \(MP = \{P_1, P_2\}\). We have

\[
    t(MP) \geq \min\{t(P_1), t(P_2)\}
\]

if and only if \(D(P_1) + r/B(P_1) \geq D(P_2)\) and \(D(P_2) + r/B(P_2) \geq D(P_1)\).

**Proof:** First consider the if part. Let \(r_i\) denote the number of units transmitted along \(P_i, i = 1, 2\). Thus \(r_1 + r_2 = r\) Then the total delay is given by \(\max\{r_1/B_1 + D_1, r_2/B_2 + D_2\}\). Under the condition \(D(P_1) + r/B(P_1) \geq D(P_2)\) and \(D(P_2) + r/B(P_2) \geq D(P_1)\), the delay is minimized when total delays of both paths are the same. To see this refer to Fig. 5, where \(t(P_i)\) is linearly decreasing function of \(r_i\) starting with \(r_i = r\).

By visualizing \((r_1, r_2)\) as a point on the interval \([0, r]\) with \(r_1\) represented as segment \([0, r_1]\) and \(r_2\) represented as segment \([r - r_1, r]\), the minimum end-to-end delay is achieved under the condition

\[
    D_2 + \frac{r - r_1}{B_2} = D_1 + \frac{r_1}{B_1}.
\]

This condition in turn yields

\[
    r_1 = \frac{B_1B_2}{B_1 + B_2}(D_2 - D_1 + r/B_2)
\]

which yields the total delay of

\[
    t(MP) = \frac{r}{B_1 + B_2} + \frac{B_2D_2 + B_1D_1}{B_1 + B_2},
\]

which is no more than \(\min\{t(P_1), t(P_2)\}\).

For the only if part, consider that \(D(P_1) + r/B(P_1) \geq D(P_2)\) (the other case is identical). This condition means that entire message can be sent via \(P_1\) in time less than \(D(P_2)\). Thus is a single unit is sent via \(P_2\), then more total delay is encountered. \(\square\)
The minimum end-to-end delay of \( \{P_1, P_2\} \) is achieved by dividing the message into two parts of sizes \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \), \( r_1 + r_2 = r \), to be sent via \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) respectively. The sizes of the parts are given by

\[
    r_1 = \frac{B_1 r}{B_1 + B_2} + \frac{B_1 B_2 (D_2 - D_1)}{B_1 + B_2} \quad \text{and} \quad r_2 = \frac{B_2 r}{B_1 + B_2} - \frac{B_1 B_2 (D_2 - D_1)}{B_1 + B_2}.
\]

An example when the condition of Lemma 3.1 is violated is shown in Fig. 6. Based on the proof of Lemma 3.1, the multipath \( \{P_1, P_2\} \), can be visualized as a single path with bandwidth \( B_1 + B_2 \) and delay \( \frac{B_2 D_2 + B_1 D_1}{B_1 + B_2} \), when the condition of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. Using this argument, the proof of Lemma 3.1 can be generalized in an obvious way to the case where we consider two multipaths \( MP_1 \) and \( MP_2 \). For ease of reference, we denote by \( C(MP_1, MP_2) \) the condition:

\[
    D(MP_1) + r/B(MP_1) \geq D(MP_2) \quad \text{and} \quad D(MP_2) + r/B(MP_2) \geq D(MP_1).
\]

**Lemma 3.2** Consider two multipaths \( MP_1 \) and \( MP_2 \) from \( s \) to \( d \). Consider the multipath from \( s \) to \( d \) given by \( MP = \{MP_1, MP_2\} \). We have \( t(MP) \leq \min\{t(MP_1), t(MP_2)\} \) if and only if \( C(MP_1, MP_2) \) is true.

The effect of forming multipaths can be schematically visualized as follows. Consider the multipath \( MP = \{MP_1, MP_2\} \), and \( D_i = D(MP_i) \), \( B_i = B(MP_i) \), for \( i = 1, 2 \). Now it is direct that (a) \( D(MP) \geq \max\{D_1, D_2\} \), and (b) \( B(MP) \geq \max\{B_1, B_2\} \). The latter implies that \( r/B(MP) \leq \min\{r/B_1, r/B_2\} \). Thus \( MP \) has higher delay and lower slope compared to either of \( MP_1 \) and \( MP_2 \). First consider that \( C(MP_1, MP_2) \) is true as shown in Fig. 7(a). Take the segment of \( MP_2 \) that increases from right-to-left to identify the shaded region that contains the segment of \( MP \); a typical example of segment of \( MP \) is shown in dotted lines in Fig. 7(b). Now consider that \( C(MP_1, MP_2) \) is false, and assume that \( D_2 > r/B_1 + D_1 \) as shown in Fig. 8. The shaded region shows the range in which the segment of \( MP \) lies with a typical example shown in dotted lines.

Lemma 3.2 identifies the critical condition when an existing multipath can be augmented with an additional path or multipath. By systematically scheduling such
augmentation steps, we show that MTP can be solved in polynomial time in the next section.

3.3 Routing Algorithm

The routing algorithm assumes that entire graph with the bandwidths and delays is available at a centralized location. This algorithm is obtained by combining the classical Ford-Fulkerson's maximum flow algorithm with the conditions stated in Lemma 3.2. We present an algorithm that computes a multipath with minimum delay to solve the optimization version of MTP, which can be used directly to solve the decision version.

Familiarity with the basic ideas of Ford-Fulkerson method and its implementations is assumed in this section (a complete discussion can be found in [12, 11]). We define capacity for $u, v \in V$ as follows: $c(u, v)$ is the bandwidth of the edge $(u, v)$ if such edge exists, and is 0 otherwise. Let flow in $G$ be a real-valued function $f : V \times V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ such that: (i) for all $u, v \in V$, we have $f(u, v) \leq c(u, v)$; (ii) for all $u, v \in V$, we have $f(u, v) = -f(v, u)$; and (iii) for all $u \in V - \{s, d\}$, we have $\sum_{v \in V} f(u, v) = 0$. The residual capacity of $(u, v)$ is defined by $c_f(u, v) = c(u, v) - f(u, v)$. Given $G = (V, E)$ and the flow $f$, the residual network of $G$ induced by $f$ is $G_f = (V, E_f)$, where

$$E_f = \{(u, v) \in V \times V : c_f(u, v) > 0\}.$$ 

The routing algorithm MTA is described in Algorithm 1, which is similar in spirit to the classical Ford-Fulkerson method. The algorithm returns the multipath $MP$ and the flow function $f$ which specifies the rate at which units are to be transmitted on various links (or equivalently the bandwidth requirements on various edges). The algorithm initializes $MP$ with the shortest delay path $P_0$ in lines 1-6. Then a new path $P_f$ which is the shortest delay path on $G_f$ is repeatedly added to $AdP$ in each iteration in lines 7-12, as long as the condition $C(MP, Pf)$ is true. With each additional path the flow function is suitably adjusted in lines 10-13; in particular, each edge on path $P_f$ receives a flow increase corresponding to the bandwidth of $P_f$ in $G_f$. The algorithm terminates the first time $C(MP, Pf)$ becomes false.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7:** Region for segment of $MP$ when $C(MP_1, MP_2)$ is true.
Figure 8: Region for segment of $MP$ when $C(MP_1, MP_2)$ is false.

Algorithm MTA

Initialization
1. compute shortest delay path $P_0$ on $G$;
2. $MP \leftarrow \{P_0\}$;
3. $c_f(P_0) \leftarrow \min\{c_f(u,v) : (u,v) \text{ is in } P_0\}$;
4. for each edge $(u,v)$ in $P_0$ do
5. $f[u,v] = c_f(P_0)$;

Repetitive flow augmentation
7. while for shortest delay path $P_f$ on $G_f$, the condition $C(MP, P_f)$ is true do
8. $MP \leftarrow MP \cup \{P_f\}$;
9. $c_f(P_f) \leftarrow \min\{c_f(u,v) : (u,v) \text{ is in } P_f\}$;
10. for each edge $(u,v)$ in $P_f$ do
11. $f[u,v] = f[u,v] + c_f(P_f)$;
12. $f[v,u] = -f[u,v]$;
13. return $MP$ and $f$;

Algorithm 1. Algorithm for solving MTP.
We now establish the correctness of the algorithm MTA. The time complexity estimation closely follows that of Edmonds-Karp algorithm [14] for the maximum flow problem. First notice that the sequence of path computed in step 2 of the algorithm are of non-decreasing delay. Thus when the condition of Lemma 3.2 fails, it is because \( D(P_f) > r/B(MP) + D(MP) \); if the shortest path computation were to be continued in step 7, then all the newer paths will fail the same condition.

**Lemma 3.3** The multipath \( MP \) computed by the algorithm MTA satisfies the properties:

(i) No sub-multipath of \( MP \) has a lower delay, i.e. for every sub-multipath \( \tilde{MP} \) of \( M \), we have \( t(\tilde{MP}) \leq t(MP) \), and

(ii) No other multipath of \( G \) has lower delay than \( MP \), i.e. for any multipath \( \tilde{MP} \) of \( G \) from \( s \) to \( d \) we have \( t(\tilde{MP}) \leq t(MP) \).

**Proof:** Assume the contrary to Part (i) that the sub-multipath \( \tilde{MP}_1 \) of \( MP \) satisfies the condition \( t(\tilde{MP}_1) < t(MP) \). Let \( \tilde{MP}_2 \) be the sub-multipath of \( MP \) such that \( \tilde{MP}_1 \cup \tilde{MP}_2 = MP \). Now \( t(\tilde{MP}_2) \geq t(MP) \), for otherwise we have union \( \tilde{MP}_1 \cup \tilde{MP}_2 \) will have strictly smaller delay than \( MP \). We have \( t(\tilde{MP}_1) < t(MP) \leq t(\tilde{MP}_2) \) which implies \( r/B(\tilde{MP}_2) + D(\tilde{MP}_2) > D(\tilde{MP}_1) \). Since \( \tilde{MP}_2 \) is a sub-multipath of \( MP \), we have \( D(\tilde{MP}) > D(\tilde{MP}_2) \), which implies \( t(\tilde{MP}_1) \geq D(\tilde{MP}) > D(\tilde{MP}_2) \), where the first inequality is because \( \tilde{MP}_1 \) is a sub multipath of \( MP \). Thus \( C(\tilde{MP}_1 \cup \tilde{MP}_2) \) is true. By Lemma 3.2, \( \tilde{MP}_1 \cup \tilde{MP}_2 = MP \) has smaller delay than \( \tilde{MP}_1 \), which is a contradiction.

Now consider Part (ii). Assume the contrary that \( \tilde{MP} \neq MP \) is a multipath such that \( r/B(\tilde{MP}) + D(\tilde{MP}) < r/B(MP) + D(MP) \) which implies \( D(\tilde{MP}) < r/B(MP) \). Now there exists at path \( \hat{P} \) with non-zero bandwidth in \( MP \) not contained in \( MP \). Otherwise \( \hat{P} \) is properly contained in \( MP \) which is not possible by Part (i). Then the condition \( r/B(\tilde{MP}) + D(\tilde{MP}) < D(MP) \) must be satisfied.

Otherwise, \( C(\tilde{MP}, MP) \) is true and hence the delay of \( MP \) can be further reduced by adding \( \tilde{MP} \) to it, which is a contradiction (since the algorithm MTA stops only when no more additional paths can be added to \( MP \)). Let \( \{P_1, P_2, \ldots , P_q\} \) be the list of paths added to \( MP \) by algorithm MTA in sequence; thus \( P_1 \) is shortest delay path in \( G \), and \( D(P_1) \leq D(P_2) \leq \ldots \leq D(P_q) \). Let \( MP_1 \) consist of \( P_1, P_2, \ldots , P_i \), and thus \( t(MP_i) < t(MP_{i-1}) < \ldots < t(MP_2) < t(MP_1) \).

Since \( D(\hat{P}) \geq D(P_i) \), there must exist \( k' \) such that \( D(MP_{k'}) < D(\tilde{MP}) \). Thus there exists \( k \leq k' \), such that \( D(MP_k) \leq D(\hat{P}) \). Now we have \( t(\hat{P}) > t(\tilde{MP}) > D(MP_k) \). Furthermore, \( t(MP_k) > D(\hat{P}) \), for otherwise, we have \( t(MP_k) \leq D(\hat{P}) < t(\tilde{MP}) \) which is a contradiction. Then \( C(MP_k, \hat{P}) \) is satisfied, hence \( \hat{P} \) must be added to \( MP_k \) by algorithm MTA, which is a contradiction.

We first note that the number of path augmentations in the algorithm MTA is upperbounded by those in the case when the algorithm is executed with a sufficiently large \( r \) -- in such case this algorithm reduces to the maximum flow algorithm, as will be shown in Lemma 3.4. The runtime of algorithm MTA is estimated by using the result of Edmonds and Karp [14] who showed that the number of flow augmentations
is upperbounded by $S \sum_{(u,v) \in E} 1/[a(u,v)+a(v,u)] + m$, where $S$ is the maximum weight of a path from $s$ to $d$, and $a: V \times V \mapsto \mathbb{R}$ such that $a(u,v) + a(v,u) > 0$. By using the delay of edges, we conclude that number of augmentations is upperbounded by $\frac{nm}{d_{\min}} + m$, where $d_{\max} = \max_{e \in E} D(e)$ and $d_{\min} = \min_{e \in E} D(e)$. The time complexity of each augmentation requires shortest path computation which can be achieved by Dijkstra’s algorithm in $O(n^2)$ time or by using Fibonacci heaps in $O(n \log n + m)$ time [12]. Thus the time complexity of this algorithm is given by $O(\frac{n^3md_{\max}}{d_{\min}} + n^2m)$ using the former.

Summarizing the above discussion, we have the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.1** The message transmission problem for a network $G = (V, E)$ of $n$ nodes and $m$ edges can be solved in $O(\frac{n^3md_{\max}}{d_{\min}} + n^2m)$ time, where $d_{\max} = \max_{e \in E} D(e)$ and $d_{\min} = \min_{e \in E} D(e)$.

### 3.4 Maximum Flow Algorithm

We now discuss the relationship between the algorithm MTA and the maximum flow algorithm by showing that in two special cases the former reduces to the latter. When all link delays are zero, the end-to-end delay is constrained by the bandwidth only, i.e., $\tau = r/B^*$, where $B^*$ is the bandwidth of minimum-cut of $s$ and $d$ in $G$. In this case Lemma 3.2 is satisfied in each augmentation, and the algorithm MTA reduces to a variation of Edmonds-Karp algorithm [14] (which is an implementation of Ford-Fulkerson’s method). Another case is when $r$ is large enough that the condition of Lemma 3.2 is satisfied in each execution of step 2. For example $r > \sum_{e \in E} D(e)/\min_{e \in E} B(e)$ is a sufficient condition. Intuitively, if the length of the message is sufficiently long, then link delay becomes an insignificant contributor to the end-to-end delay, which will be controlled entirely by the bandwidth (given by the minimum cut). In general, in the augmentation step in the algorithm of [16], any path $P$ can be used in flow augmentation. In the algorithm MTA, once the condition of Lemma 3.2 is violated, no further augmentation takes place. A sufficient condition under which the maximum flow algorithm solves MTP is given in the following lemma.

**Lemma 3.4** Let $D_{\max}$ and $D_{\min}$ denote the delays of the longest and shortest paths in $G$, respectively. A sufficient condition for a solution of the maximum flow problem to be a solution of the message transmission problem is that length of the message be at least $B_{\min}(D_{\max} - D_{\min})$ where $B_{\min}$ is the bandwidth of the minimum cut that separates $s$ and $d$.

**Proof:** Consider the hypothetical path $\tilde{P}$ with delay $D_{\min}$ and bandwidth $B_{\min}$. Let $P_{\max}$ denote the path with longest delay in $G$. Let for a particular message size $r$, condition $C(\tilde{P}, P_{\max})$ be false, i.e. $D_{\min} + r/B_{\min} < D_{\max}$. By increasing $r$ to $r + \Delta r$, condition $C(\tilde{P}, P_{\max})$ can be fulfilled if $\Delta r/B_{\min} \geq D_{\max} - (D_{\min} + r/B_{\min})$ or equivalently $r + \Delta r \geq B_{\min}(D_{\max} - D_{\min})$. Thus for a message of size at least $2$ path need not be shortest in $G_f$, and does not need to satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.2.
\( r' = r + \Delta r \), condition \( C(\hat{P}, P_{\text{max}}) \) is true. Now for any multipath \( MP \) with bandwidth \( B \) and delay \( D \) we have \( B \geq B_{\text{min}} \) and \( D \leq D_{\text{min}} \), which implies \( D_{\text{min}} + r'/B_{\text{min}} \leq D + r'/B \). Hence condition \( C(MP, P_{\text{max}}) \) is true for message of size \( r' \). Thus in the execution of the algorithm MTA, condition in Step 7 is satisfied in every iteration. □

As a result of this lemma, the condition on the end-to-end delay can be converted to a condition on the bandwidth for sufficiently large message sizes. This condition, however, is not computationally conducive since the problem of finding \( D_{\text{min}} \) is NP-complete [18].

The algorithm MTA can be adapted to generate a path table that gives for each message size \( r \) a multipath with minimum end-to-end delay. Such table is generated by executing the algorithm MTA for the message size given in Lemma 3.4 with a modification each time a new path \( P_i \) is added to the present multipath \( MP_i \). Let \( r_i \) be the largest message size for which \( MP_i \) minimizes the end-to-end delay. Then for the interval \([r_{i-1} + 1, r_i]\), the table entry is \( MP_i \). Thus the entire path table has no more than \( \frac{nm_{\text{max}}}{d_{\text{min}}} + m \) entries and the complexity of generation of the entire path table is same as that of algorithm MTA. An algorithm to compute the path table when only single paths are allowed is significantly different and is presented in [32].

3.5 Simulation Results

We present three simulation examples to illustrate the performance and relevance of the proposed multipath algorithm. The first example is entirely illustrative, and the other two examples are based on existing networks, namely ESnet and NSFNET 3. Although the latter two networks are not specifically designed to provide bandwidth guarantees, the ATM portions of these networks can be utilized to support the proposed multipath algorithm. In all three examples a comparison with the single path algorithm of [32] that guarantees minimum end-to-end delay is also provided. The multipath algorithm is implemented in C on a SPARC workstation. The execution times of the algorithm is no more than a few seconds in all the examples.

Example 3: Consider the network shown in Figure 9. The main purpose of this example is to illustrate (perhaps in an artificially enhanced manner): (a) effects of bandwidths and link delays on the end-to-end delay, and (b) benefits of multipath routing. The link delay and the bandwidth for each link are represented by the same number indicated in Figure 9; thus, in an overall sense, paths with higher delays also have higher bandwidths. Consider that \( s = 5 \) and \( d = 2 \). The shortest delay path is \( 5 - 3 - 4 - 2 \) with a delay of 65 and bandwidth of 15 (Figure 10(a)). The shortest-widest path is \( 5 - 2 \) with a delay of 1000 and bandwidth of 1000 (Figure 10(c)). As \( r \) is varied from 10 to \( 10^6 \), the corresponding single paths with minimum end-to-end delay migrate from low bandwidth to higher bandwidth paths as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 9: Illustrative example.

Figure 10: Migration of minimum end-to-end delay single paths.
The multipaths that minimize end-to-end delay are shown in Figure 11. For small values of \( r (=100) \) the multipath coincides with the above single path, but for higher values more paths are added. For \( r = 100 \) the multipath consists of \( 5-3-4-2 \) only, and the path \( 5-3-1-2 \) is added for \( r = 1,000 \). Then the shortest-widest path \( 5-2 \) is added when \( r = 30,000 \). For \( r = 50,000 \) and \( r = 80,000 \), the paths \( 5-4-2 \) and \( 5-1-2 \) are added, respectively. Note that although the number of paths of the multipath increases with the message size, for any fixed message size, only a certain subset of paths must be chosen. Furthermore, in general, multipaths are clearly advantageous over single paths as illustrated in Table 1.

Example 4: Consider the topology of ESnet shown in Figure 12. The link delays are computed by using an approximate length of the link in miles and suitably adjusted velocity of light. The full bandwidth of T1 and OC3 connections are assumed to be available for this illustration. When a single path is employed, the message transmission between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is via direct T1 link at 1.54 mbits/sec for \( r = 10,000 \). For larger message sizes, for example \( r = 10^5 \), the end-to-end delay is minimized by the OC3 connection at 155 Mbits/sec via Chicago. Note that the minimum end-to-end delay is not achieved by the OC3 connection for \( r = 10,000 \), in spite of its larger band-
width. When multipaths are employed, for low values of \( r \) the multipath consists of the direct T1 link. For \( r = 10^5 \), the end-to-end delay is minimized by the multipath consisting of the direct T1 link and OC3 connection via Chicago. For \( r = 10^6 \), the optimal delay for a single path is 25.017ms and that of a multipath is 24.815ms.

Now consider a more complicated scenario of transmitting from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) to ORNL. For large message sizes the single paths realize a bandwidth of 155Mb/s corresponding to the OC3 connection. The multipath realizes a bandwidth of 158Mb/s corresponding to the seven paths shown in Table 2. The initial path is via OC3 connection with the largest bandwidth which is sequentially augmented by a number of rather diverse paths for larger message sizes. For example, the third path is via OC3 connection between PNNL and ANL but using only the bandwidth of T1 connection because of the bottleneck connection between LBNL and PNNL. Although the advantages of the multipath are more pronounced at large message sizes, reduction of end-to-end delay by few ms observed at low message sizes could be vital in applications such as remote robot control.

**Example 5:** Consider the topology of NSFNET shown in Figure 13. The link delays are computed as in the previous example. The available bandwidths are assumed to be around the general values for a link but are suitably chosen to illustrate the effect of message size; more precisely, only a portion of the bandwidth is assumed as follows: Each link to regional nodes has a bandwidth of 1 Mbits/sec, each link to a supercomputer has a bandwidth of 10 Mbits/sec, and links to Chicago, Washington DC have a bandwidth of 20 Mbits/sec. The available bandwidths between Palo Alto and NSP#2, NSP#1 and VBNS are taken to be 20, 5 and 1 Mbits/sec. For the transmission of a message from Palo Alto to Washington DC, the single and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>message size</th>
<th>end-to-end delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>single path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>131.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1020.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>1030.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1040.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1050.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>1060.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>1070.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>1080.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>1090.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>2000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: End-to-end delays for Example 3.
Figure 12: Topology of ESnet.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>message size</th>
<th>single path</th>
<th>multipath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single path</td>
<td>20.940</td>
<td>20.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multipath</td>
<td></td>
<td>(one path)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial path:</td>
<td>LBNL - OAK POP - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>22.232</td>
<td>22.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added path:</td>
<td>LBNL - SLAC - CIT - UCLA - GA - CHI POP - ANL - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5M</td>
<td>24.167</td>
<td>24.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added path:</td>
<td>LBNL - PNNL - CHI POP - ANL - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0M</td>
<td>27.393</td>
<td>27.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added path:</td>
<td>LBNL - PNNL - SPRINT POP - JLAB - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added path:</td>
<td>LBNL - TWC - LLNL - GA - SPRINT POP - JLAB - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added path:</td>
<td>LBNL - TWC - LLNL - GA - SNLA - UTA - FSU - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3M</td>
<td>29.329</td>
<td>29.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added paths:</td>
<td>LBNL - PNNL - SPRINT POP - JLAB - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added paths:</td>
<td>LBNL - TWC - LLNL - GA - SPRINT POP - JLAB - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added paths:</td>
<td>LBNL - TWC - LLNL - GA - SNLA - UTA - FSU - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5M</td>
<td>30.619</td>
<td>30.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly added path:</td>
<td>LBNL - TWC - LLNL - OAK PROP - SLAC - CIT - UCLA - GA - SNLA - UTA - FSU - ORNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0M</td>
<td>79.006</td>
<td>77.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(seven paths)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: End-to-end delays for connection between LBNL and ORNL.
Figure 13: Topology of NSFNET.
multipaths that achieve minimum end-to-end delay are given in Table 3. Note that the single paths with minimum end-to-end delay migrate via VBNS, NSP#1 and NSP#2 as the message size is increased. Also, notice that the multipaths achieve lower end-to-end delays for message sizes of the order of 1000 and higher.

### 3.6 Delay-Bandwidth Product

For large message sizes, the bandwidth is the main contributing factor to the end-to-end delay, and hence MTP can be solved by classical flow augmentation methods. Such algorithm is not guaranteed to work if delay is also a significant factor in the end-to-end delay, which happens when the two terms of the end-to-end delay are approximately equal, namely $r/B \approx D$ or equivalently $r \approx DB$. Thus, the **Delay-Bandwidth Product (DBP)** is a "first-level" indicator of the range of message size for which the both the link-delay and bandwidths are dominant contributors to the end-to-end delay. The message size must be order of magnitude larger than DBP for the bandwidth to be the dominant factor, and must be order of magnitude smaller than DBP for the delay to be the dominant factor.

We now consider two illustrative cases to compute typical values for DBP, and relate them to some file sizes that arise in certain real-life applications. The first example is a gigabit network (such as MAGIC or ATDNET) that uses OC48 switch with a bandwidth of 2.4 gigabits/sec. Consider such connection across the United States which is about 3000 miles long. The delay of this connection is approximately 32 milliseconds [29]. Then the DBP for this case is about $10^6$ bytes, which is typical of high resolution medical or satellite images. The second example is ESnet that currently supports and is expected to support connections over OC3 and OC12 ATM switches, respectively, at the rates of 155 and 622 Mbits/sec. For a 3000 mile connection using this network DBP is of the order of $8 \times 10^4$ and $0.25 \times 10^6$ bytes, respectively. These
sizes are typical of medium to low resolution medical images, images used in face recognition applications, and ccd vision images used in remote robotic applications.

4 Sequence Transmission Problem

We first show that STP is NP-complete, and then solve a special case where the paths are disjoint using a polynomial-time algorithm. Then we present a polynomial-time algorithm that yields an approximate solution to the optimization version of STP.

4.1 Intractability Results

Theorem 4.1 The sequence transmission problem is NP-complete.

Proof: First, the problem is NP since it can be solved by checking the condition for each multipath i.e. subset of paths from s to d (each such checking can be done in polynomial time). We now show the theorem by reducing the knapsack problem to the above problem. The knapsack problem is stated as follows [18]: We are given n items indexed by \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) such that \( v_i \) and \( c_i \) denote the value and cost of \( i \)th item, respectively. The problem is to decide if there exist a subset of items indexed by \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_k \) such that \( \sum_{j=1}^{k} v_{i_j} \geq A \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{k} c_{i_j} \leq C \) for two given real numbers \( A \) and \( C \). We generate an instance of STP so that its solution exists if and only if the solution to the instance of the knapsack problem exists.

Let \( S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i \). We generate a network of \( n + 3 \) nodes denoted by \( \{s, 1, 2, \ldots, n, n + 1, d\} \) arranged linearly as shown in Fig. 14. Each edge is represented by a parameter pair \((v, c)\) where \( v \) and \( c \) are bandwidth and delay, respectively. The \( i \)th item, \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), of the knapsack problem is represented by the pair of nodes \( i \) and \( i + 1 \). There are four types of edges in the graph. There is one outer edge from \( s \) to \( d \) with the parameter pair \((n \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i, 0) = (nS, 0)\). There are \( n \) lower edges, one each between node \( s \) and node \( j, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) with the parameter pair \((\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i + v_j, 0) = (s + v_j, 0)\). There are \( n \) upper edges, one each between node \( j + 1, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) and node \( d \) with the parameter pair \((\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i + v_j, 0) = (s + v_j, 0)\). There are \( 2n \) middle edges generated as follows. There are two parallel edges between the nodes \( i \) and \( i + 1 \), for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) with parameter pairs \((k \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i + t_j, 0) \) and \((0, 0)\), which are called the upper-middle and lower-middle edges, respectively.

Given an instance of the knapsack problem, we generate an instance of STP which requires finding a multipath \( MP = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_l\} \), for some \( l \), such that \( B(MP) \geq (n + k) \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i + A \) and \( \max_i |D(P_i) - D(P_j)| \leq C \). Due to presence of the outer edge from \( s \) to \( d \) with 0 delay, the latter condition can be reduced to \( \max_i D(P_i) \leq C \), because the outer edge must be included in the solution to realize
the required bandwidth term $n \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i$. Note that the instance of STP can be generated in polynomial time.

Now we show that a solution to the multipath problem exists if and only if the solution to the knapsack problem exists. First, given the solution to the knapsack problem, we generate the solution to the STP as follows. For each item $j$ in the solution of the knapsack problem we generate one path from $s$ to $d$ with bandwidth $S + v_j$ by choosing the path consisting of the lower edge $(s, j)$, the upper-middle edge $(j, j + 1)$ and the upper edge from $j + 1$ to $d$. Note that this path has a bandwidth of $S + v_j$ and the delay of $c_j$. By combining these paths with the outer path, we achieve a total bandwidth of $nS + kS + \sum_{j=1}^{k} v_{ij} \geq (n + k)S + A$. For every item not in the solution of the knapsack problem, we choose the lower-middle edge with delay 0. Let $a$ be the lowest index of the chosen items in the knapsack solution. Then the longest path in the multipath consists of the lower edge $(a, k)$ followed by the sequence of upper-middle and lower-middle edges corresponding to the items included and not included, respectively, in the solution of the knapsack problem. Clearly, the delay of this path is upper bounded by $\sum_{j=1}^{k} c_{ij}$. Thus the resultant multipath satisfies both the required conditions.

Consider that a solution to the multipath problem is given. The lower edges contained in the multipath form a cutset that separates $s$ and $d$, hence they must have been chosen to yield a total bandwidth of at least $(n + k) \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i + A$. Consider all the upper-middle edges $(j, j + 1)$ in the multipath; such $j$ is called a non-zero nodes. The items corresponding to to all non-zero nodes yield the solution to the knapsack problem as follows. The delay of the longest path is upperbounded by the sum of $c_i$'s of the edges, which is upper bounded by $C$, thereby satisfying the first condition of
the knapsack problem. We now show that the second condition is also satisfied. First
add lower edges of the form \((s, j)\) to each non-zero node \(j\), and such addition still
satisfies the bandwidth condition of the multipath, since bandwidth only increases as a result. Now consider the lower edges \((s, j)\), where \(j\) in not a non-zero node, i.e. only lower-middle edge \((j, j + 1)\) is present in the multipath. The paths containing the sequence of these two edges do not contribute to the bandwidth, since they have zero bandwidth. Thus the sum of bandwidths of all lower edges between \(s\) and non-zero nodes is at least \((n + k) \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i + A\), which implies the sum of \(v_j\)'s of the non-zero nodes is at least as large as \(A\). Thus the second condition of the knapsack problem is satisfied. 

A number of problems dealing with the computation of single paths with multiple
constraints such as delay, jitter, bandwidth, etc., have been shown to be NP-complete in [22, 42, 35]. These results do not imply NP-completeness of STP, since multipaths are allowed here. For example, the problem studied in [42] dealing with minimizing jitter while ensuring bandwidth over a single path cannot be reduced to STP. Since the existence of a single path implies multipath but not vice versa, the former is not subsumed by the latter by the restriction.

Consider a combination of STP and MTP that requires a multipath \(MP\) such that: (i) the total delay of \(MP\) is no more than \(\tau\), and (ii) \(t_i - t_j \leq q\) for all \(i < j\). As shown in the last section in Lemma 3.4, this problem reduces to MTP under sufficiently large message size \(r\), when the delay condition can be expressed as a condition on the bandwidth. Thus this problem is NP-complete by restriction (note that the problem is in NP since a solution can be verified in polynomial time).

### 4.2 Approximation Algorithm

We first consider a variation of STP stated as follows:

**Disjoint path STP:**

We are given the set of vertex-disjoint paths, \(\{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_s\}\) and two real
numbers \(B\) and \(T\). Does there exist a subset of paths \(P_{i_1}, P_{i_2}, \ldots, P_{i_k}\) such that

\[
(i) \quad \sum_{j=1}^{k} B(P_{i_j}) \geq B, \quad \text{and} \quad \max_{j \neq i} |D(P_{i_j}) - D(P_{i_i})| \leq T.
\]

Since the paths do not intersect, the bandwidth of the multipath \(\{P_{i_1}, P_{i_2}\}, i_1 \neq i_2,\) is
\(B(P_{i_1}) + B(P_{i_2})\). Assume that \(D(P_{i_1}) \leq D(P_{i_2})\) and \(D(P_{i_1}) - D(P_{i_1}) \leq T\). Now every path \(P_{i_3}\) such that \(D(P_{i_1}) \leq D(P_{i_3}) \leq D(P_{i_2}), \ (i_3 \neq i_1 \text{ and } i_3 \neq i_2)\), can be added to \(\{P_{i_1}, P_{i_2}\}\) to increase the bandwidth, while still guaranteeing the condition on the difference between longest and shortest paths. This idea leads to the algorithm Disjoint-STP. Note that the disjointness of the paths is important in ensuring the condition on the delay: if paths intersect, the length of the longest path can change, since the resultant multipath can be any subgraph (the problem of obtaining an upperbound on the length of longest path is NP-complete [18]).

The algorithm Disjoint-STP solves the disjoint path STP with a time complexity of \(O(s^2)\). When the paths are constrained to be disjoint, some of the bandwidth
algorithm Disjoint-STP
1. let \( P(1), P(2), \ldots, P(s) \) be sorted list of paths according to increasing delay \( D(.) \)
2. for \( j = 1 \) to \( s \) do
3. \( j \)
4. compute largest \( k \) such that \( D(P(j+k)) \leq T + D(P(j)) \);
5. \( j \)
6. \( BW_i \leftarrow \sum_{i=0}^{k} D(P(j+i)) \);
7. \( BW_i \leftarrow \min_{t} BW_i \);
8. if \( BW^* \geq B \) then return yes
9. else return no

Algorithm. 2. Algorithm disjoint path STP.

that could otherwise be obtained by combining the paths is not utilized. However, there could be other advantages such as higher fault tolerance, which might provide justification for giving up part of the bandwidth. Algorithms specifically designed for such problems have been proposed in [40].

We now present a heuristic algorithm, Approx-STP, to approximately solve the STP by combining the above algorithm with the algorithm MTA of the last section. The outline of the algorithm is as follows. Starting with the shortest-widest delay path, new paths are added to current \( MP \) such that (a) all edges of the added path are removed from \( G_f \), and (b) shortest-widest path in residual \( G_f \) is computed. The addition is continued until just before the step that results in exceeding \( q \). Then the multipath is returned as a candidate. Then the initial path of the multipath is removed from current \( MP \), and the addition of the paths is continued until the next candidate is found. This process is continued until no more paths are available to add to current \( MP \). Then, from among all candidate multipaths, the one with largest bandwidth is returned. Thus this algorithm provides an approximate solution to the optimization version of the STP. The time complexity of this algorithm is \( O(n^2m) \), since there are no more than \( m \) paths considered, and in each iteration the computation of shortest-widest path can be computed in \( O(n^2) \) time [42].

Consider a sorted list of bandwidths of edges given by \( B(1), B(2), \ldots, B(m) \). Let \( q \) be the size of minimum cut of \( G \), and \( p \) be the number of paths in the multipath returned by Approx-STP. The optimal bandwidth is upperbounded by \( \sum_{j=0}^{q-1} B(m-j) \), and is lowerbounded by \( \sum_{j=1}^{q} B(j) \). When \( i \)th path is added to \( MP \), let \( B_i^P \) be the bandwidth of this path and \( B_i^M \) be the bandwidth of the edge of this path with largest bandwidth. The bandwidth realized by Approx-STP is \( \sum_{j=1}^{p} B_i^P \geq \sum_{j=1}^{p} B(i) \). Thus the ratio of the optimal bandwidth to that realized by Approx-STP is upperbounded by \( \sum_{i=0}^{p} B(m-i) \). Also the total "unutilized bandwidth" by Approx-STP is upperbounded by
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{p} (B_i^m - B_i^p) \leq \sum_{i=0}^{p-1} B_{(m-j)} - \sum_{i=1}^{p} B_{(i)}, \text{ which is small when the variation in bandwidths of edges is small.}
\]

5 Conclusions

We formulated two generic routing problems within the framework wherein the bandwidth can be reserved (and guaranteed once reserved) on various links of a communication network. The first problem requires that a message of finite length be transmitted from \(s\) to \(d\) within \(T\) units of time. The second problem requires that a sequential message of \(\tau\) units be transmitted at a rate of \(\eta\) such that maximum time difference between two units that are received out of order is no more than \(q\). We showed that the first problem cannot be adequately solved by existing methods based on flow algorithms or shortest-widest paths. We proposed a polynomial-time solution by leveraging several analysis and algorithmic methods developed for the classical maximum flow problems. We showed the second problem to be NP-complete, and proposed a polynomial-time approximation algorithm.

This paper constitutes only a first step towards formulating and solving QoS routing problems in a rigorous computational framework from a user or application perspective (as opposed to optimizing network-level parameters). Our main contribution is to exploit multiple paths to provide deterministic bounds for the QoS parameters. Several future research directions can be pursued. It would be interesting to see if the current best complexity of \(O(n^3/\log n)\) for the maximum flow problem [10] can be achieved in solving MTP. Also of interest is an algorithm for MTP whose complexity does not depend on edge delays; such an algorithm is called strongly polynomial in the literature on flow algorithms. The proposed algorithm is based on the classical Ford-Fulkerson's method; several other flow methods with improved time complexity (e.g. preflow methods [24]) have been extensively studied [2, 19]. It would be interesting to see if these methods can be used to design algorithms for MTP with a lower complexity. More work is needed in designing polynomial-time approximation algorithms for STP and also in investigating performance guarantees of the algorithm proposed in this paper. The applicability of the algorithm MTA to more difficult tasks, such as multicasting and multiple source-destination transmission is of interest.

Concrete computational formulations of other transmission tasks, such as multicasting, and video conferencing, can be attempted to better understand the complexity of these tasks. Also, the proposed framework is based on guaranteeing bandwidth, while there could be several other frameworks that guarantee parameters such as delay upper bounds, and upper bounds on queue lengths, etc.; QoS routing algorithms for such frameworks will be very useful in a number of applications. In particular, the methods of [13, 28] enable us to estimate parameters such as worst-case delay, for networks based on more general frameworks. It would be interesting to obtain a generalization of Lemma 3.2 for multipaths in these general networks, which could be very useful for designing QoS multipath routing algorithms. An integration of
QoS services and the best-effort services used in the Internet [21, 31] within a single framework to identify various algorithmic and complexity issues would also be of future interest.
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